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Indeed the power of offence has so greatly outstripped tho 
power of dofonco, that it remains the major technical problem of tho 
day to close this gap and redress this balance of power. 

To the Royal Navy, it appoarod possible that, with a heavy 
programme of re-equipment and modernisation, this gap might bo 
closed on something approaching a ten to fifteen yenr time scale, but 
only at tho expense of its requirements of the immediate future. At 

/ a time ... 
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I. 

COMBAT INFORliAA.TION CEN"TRE MISSION 

INTR,ODUCT ION. 

The Admiralty have for some time been considering the 

despatch of a mission to consult with the United States Navy on 

matters concerning the future of Combat Information Centres in 

which there is perhaps a greater need for combined forethought, 

collaboration and planning than in any other sphere of co!l1~on 

interest. 

The composition of such a mission and its date of 

arrival are not yet known for certain but it is believed that~ 

subject to United States approval, it wili consist of' some four 

naval officers and naval scientists and will be in the United 

States during the month of May. 

In advance of any administrative arrangements to be made 

in connection with such a visit, it is desired at this stage to 

acquaint the Navy Department with a short back history of the 

development of thought and the various relevant considerations 

which have led up to the present Royal Navy policy regarding the 

modernisation of Combat Information Centres to meet the conditions 

of future naval warfare. 

Such an exposition it is believed will set the scene for 

this mission and do much to narrow down, to manageable limits, the 

field of discussion of a subject which brings into debate every 

aspect of naval warfare from strategical and tactical doctrine to 

technical details. It should thus facilitate the arrangement of a 

programme of meetings and visits related. more directly to the 

objectives which the mission has in mind. 

II. GENERAL BACKGROUND. 

The period since the end of World War II has been occupied 

by the Royal Navy in sober reflection upon the experiences of the 

past war, in taking stock of the problems which require solution 

for any future wa:r and in measuring the extent to which the 

scientific and industrial resources of the country can be harnessed 

to the needs of future warfare at a time of great national economic 

distress. 

These are worthy and indeed essential post-vmr preliminaries 

to peacetime progress; yet such a period cannot be prolonged 

indefinitely, if tho British fleet is to be re-equipped within a 

reasonable time, having regard to the ill)ffiense complexity of the 

equipment, which modern ,;mrfare demands and the ever increasing 

period required for ~pcriment, development] production and fitting. 

It has been quickly recognized both in the United States and 

in the United Kingdom that the development of high performance 

aircraft and submarines, upon the threshold of which we arrived 

as the wo.r ended J has brought with it -f orrnidable and complex problems 

of defence to which, at present, adequate solutions neither exist nor 

appear on the close horizon. 

Indeed the power of offence has so greatly outstripped tho 

power of dofonco, that it remains tho major technical problem of tho 

day 1:,o close this gap and redress this . balance .of power--. 

To the Royal Navy, it appeared possible that, with a hoavy 

programme of re-equipment and modernisation, this gap might be 

closed on something approaching a ten to fifteen yenr time scale, but 

only at the expense of its requirements of the immediate future. At 

/ a time 
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a time therefore when only a very small proportion of the national 
resources· could be spared for the requirements of defence, the 
alternative issues broadly confronting the Royal Navy were either 
to embark upon a long term programme of modernisation with radically 
new and perhaps futuristic equipment by forsaking the present, z. 
generally to improve equipment already in existence so as to keep the 
fleet in a limited state of preparedness for a limited time, even 
though such a programme would contribute only little towards closing 
the gap between offence and defence. 

Had World War II been followed by the promised era of peace 
and a steady return to prosperity, the first course of action might 
have prevailed; as it is, however, the pressure of international 
events has .driven the Royal Navy inexorably towards the second course. 

It is against this background that modernisation policy has 
taken shape in the United Kingdom. 

III. PRINCIPLES OF FUTURE FLEEI' DEFENCE. 

In considering the threat presented by the high speed jet 
bomber and high underwater speed snorkelling submarine, the crux of 
the problem is broadly common to both - that of providing detection, 
adequate in. range and accuracl', to enable counter action to be 
taken in time to give good prospects of successe 

In the absence of some radically new scientific advance, as 
yet unforeseen, 1~ appears that the problem of defending a fleet in 
the future must be approached from two directions; 

(ii) 

The detection difficulty must be solved on 
a technical and organisational basis, rather 
than purely scientifically, by placing our 
equipment in ships and aircraft remote in three 
dimensions from the unit to be protected, 

The existing processes by which combat 
intelligence and information are gathered 
absorbed, filtered, presented and acted·upon, 
are overwhelmed by the requirements of modern 
warfare. They can and must be hastened and 
expanded by every device at our disposal. 

It may be observed that the principle enunciated in (i) above 
is not new. It has, in fact, been applied tactically with great 
effect in the past. But it is the extension of this principle in 

order to provide cover out to distances hitherto uncontemplated, 
combined with a radically new information system linking all units 
in a far-flung yet tactically cohesive and compact team which brings 
in its train many complex operational and technical problems. 

As regards (ii), it is necessary in the interests of speed -
and it appears, with techniques available, to be possible - to . 
eliminate the human element at every stage except where the exercise 
of judgment is essential,;. 

At a time, therefore, when it is desired greatly to extend the 
zone of coverage by placing ships and aircraft far afield, it is 
necessary, simultaneously and somewhat incompatibly, to devise a 
semi-automatic system which will feed information from all sources 
both within and without the ship to a central point, which will present 
it in a filtered and evaluated form to the Command, and which at the 
same time will carry combat instructions and results of computations 
to ships and weapons. 

/ It follows •• ,. 
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It follows from the foregoing. that the ability of a fieet to 

defend itself' under modern conditions depends essentially and vitally 

upon success in applying every knovm i:icientific device to tho task 

of bringing the communication and display systems which serve the 

Combat Information Centres to a new pitch of perfection. 

Only by such methods is there any hope of being able to 

co-ordinate the use of all weapons at the disposal of the fleet and 

deploy them efficiently and effectively against the dangers ·which 

th...roaten it. 

IV. THE COMPREHENSIVE DISPIAY SYSTEM. 

The data display and evaluation network represents tho nerve 

system of the future fighting organisation of a T3sk Force, and 

consequently it is not sur~sing toot tho attempt to devise a practical 

system has required an unusual amount of thought, discussion, and 

experiment to accompany the normal process of reconciling operati~nal 

demands with technical possibilities. 

In attempting to create a machine to replace tho human brain -

and indeed to improve upon it in respect of capg.city and rapidity of 

action - it is realised that it cnn only be done at the sacrifice of 

much flexibility and versatility.. Weight and space considerations 

alone demand that any scheme devised must be directly related and 

limited to stipulated and operational criteria, and to tho estimated 

contribution which all. D~tection Devices and Veapon Control Systems 

make to the Defence System as a whole. 

This has of necessity lead not only to much speculation upon 

the future employment of many devioes, soma still under development, 

but also the realisation of the need to anticipate years ahead 

tactical and even strategical doctrine, in order to determine tho 

broad requirements of such a system.. To some it may bo a new 

manifestation of thought that the price to be paid for the necessary 

rapidity of action may be severe functional limitations imposed yoa!'S 

previously by the designers of technical equipment. 

Notwithstanding the numerous variable and unpredictable factJL\l"e 

which beset tho problem from the highest level to the smallest detail, 

an effort has been made by the Royal Navy to hammer into shape a 

concrete scheme from which to start development. After some tii?o 

years of theoretical study and laboratory experiment a contract has 

now been placed for the 11Comprehensive Display System", as it bas been 

called, to bo developed with a view to fitting in the British FJ.oot 

some five to seven years hence. 

V,. THE PRINCIPAL FACTORS AFFECTING Tli""E PROBLEM,. 

In devising tho comprehensive display system the f'ollowing 

are the principal aspects which have boon givon consideration. 

(A} THE TIME SCALE~ 

In technical planning a mean course has to be 

chosen somewherG between the two extremes of either 

developing new :nv.terial before scientific experiment 

nas been carried far enough or of' pursuing perfection 

so far that modernisation and re,,.equipmont is delayed for 

too_long~ 

The principal fa◊tor which bears upon the 

determination of this mean course is the estimated 
likelihood of war,. For reasons already dismissed this 

project has been planned with tho object of providing 

/ the fleet ••• 
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the .fleet with a much improvGd system as early as 

possible at the expense of some of the more futuristic 

features originally conceivedo 

(B) OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS • 

.Alluaton:::ihas been made to the need for - and 

the extreme difficulty in• estimating operational 

conditfuons many years in advance. Yet unless an attempt 

is made it is impossible even to b egin the conception of 

equipment to replace the Brain. 

(C)- SOURCES OF INFORMATION. 

All known and prospoct5ve so,_rr-ces of combat 

information have been studied in oi:'do:<:' to ensure that 

the System will compete vd.th tbo req_ctred volume, accura.-:::;~ 

in transmission and display, and soctcity~ 

(D) GOIV!I\tlUNIC.A'.l'.ION SYST41'!S.4, 

It has been customary in the past to.consider 

communication systems in terms of mars,~ ar.d voice 

carried by radio. A thorough and basf--:. st-;:_dy of all 

known methods of transmitting data is bci:'.lg made in order 

t6 arrive at the most appropriate syst::;m to meet future 

requirements in respect of security 9 volume, speed, 

accuracy and distance. 

(E) DISPT--AY SYSTEMS" 
,.____ ........ ,. ::i11a;:1:e 

New Display techniq·1.0s have been applied to t:O.e 

problem of presenting to tl1.u Or.rr:Ti,(l.ld a cleaned up pin'b'&'te 

of the combat situation as ac;,u-?.-~e1y and as instantct!J.e:,usly 

up-to-date as is compatible wi T,h t}1e requiromonts of 

flexibility and in a form w::Jc;-: L:cilitates tho som:t_c_, 

automatic deployment of all weopon C-)ntrol systems :1.ct mlly 

within the ship but also witLiL tho Task Force. 

(F) WEA.PON GOi--ITROL SYSTEMS....e. 

The objectives of tho comprohonsivo displJ.y system 

include the provision of moans not only to facilitate the rapic'. 

and efficient dploymont of all weapons likely to be available 

in the fleet but also to marry them into a solid fighti21.g tea;n..., 

The methods by 1;1hich this is to be acl'..ievedj the typ,.:; of 

combat orders to bo conveyed, and the volu.'lle and acc-~rracy of the 

data with which weapon control systems require to be fed have 

ther0fore boon examined. 

(G) THE CAPACITY OF THE SYSTEM. 

Considerable thought has boen given to the question 

of whether a different system is required for different 

functions. For instance should there be separate systems for 

air defence and submarine defence or can one system meet the 

requirements of the two either sopnrately or simultaneously? 

(H) OVER-CENTRALISATION* 

It is alvmys tempting to devise a scheme uhich is 

highly efficient on pa.per yet is so over-centralised that it 

depends upon each unit perforBing its functions correctly. 

Gare must be taken therefore that the defences are not · 

/ rendered ••• 
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rendered impotent by either casualties or technical 
failure in any of the units which mo.ke up the team. 

(I) FITTING. 

It has to be recognized that wars are always 
fought with a vory considerable percentage of ships and 
equipments which already exist. The need, therefore, to 
fit the ComprohensivG Display System retrospectively in 
existing ships as well as those to be laid demi :has been 
borne in mind. 

(J) TACTICAL COOPERATION WITH ALLIES .. 

It remins a cornor-s-son,,;; of AdIB.iralty policy 
that all developments in the Ro:,ul I;avy shall be carried 
out with the full knowledge of tho United States NaV-.f 
and tba~ the necessary technical measures are taken to 
ensure that conplote tactical cooporation botwoon Navies 
is not only possible but efficient~ 

VI. OBJECTIVES OF THE MISSION. 

It is the pursuance of tho policy montionoo in (J) immediately 
above which has given rise to the proposal for a Combat Inform&tion 
Center Mission to visit the United States Navy., 

It is recognised that the ability of ships of allied Navies 
to cooperate tactically doponds almost ontiroly upon the officimii.cy 
of combined communications. 

In the past, extempore commu..ncatiJn arrangements between 
the United States Navy and the Royal Navy havo been made possiblo by 
the exchange of equipment and tho f,::ict that the language and tho 
Morse Code have been common media. ?he alignment of procedures, codes 
and call signs were comparatively minor obstacles to be overcomeo 
From the earliest days of World.War II ships of the two Navies were 
able to work together with an efficiency which quickly increased~ 

Now, however, the British, and presumably the United States, 
Navy is about to embark upon measures which have as their ultimate 
aim the complete elimination of voice and morse and the need of 
Codes, procedures and call signs. The versatile yet laborio"US human 
link is to be replaced by the instantaneous yet inflexible machino,, 
The possibility of making hasty extempore communication arrangerTJonts 
which, on the outbreak of war, ·Hill bring together in CO!lli-1on battle 
allied ships, whoso Navies have failed to combino technical 
planning in peace, is ther _ _,fore fading. 

There are clearly many different scientific techniques that 
may be applied to tho communication and display problem of tho future. 
Equally, the considerations which need to be ruconciled in order to 
arrive at the best overall system are both numerous antl varied and 
range from high level philosophy on the employment of Navies in any 
future war, down to details of new laboratory techniques. In view 
of the extreme difficulties oor;perionced in hammering into shape a 
concrete scheme for tho Royal Navy alone, it would be surprising if 
full agroemont on tho whole range of problems could bo roached with 
the Unitod States Navy, whose requirements, in mny cases, spring 
from different philosophies. 

Yet the two Navies are faced with identical threats from tho 

/ aeroplane u•• 
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aeroplane and the subrnnrine and are supported by identical scientific technqiues. It would seem therefore thnt thor0 must be an area of common viewpoint which could bo exploited to provide at least some moans of linking the two Navies togethvr under future conditions of Naval warfare. For there are u..'11.ikoly to bo any possible extempore arro.ngements which could be mo.de in tho· w-b.0.ls s~n o£ a war which wow.d renedy failure, to r-ea,cb ag:roonent at this early stage of Technical planning. 

Tho dogree of tactical cooperc:tion between the two Nnvies which will be possible in the future is th0rofore directly proportional to our success in combinj ng operational nnd tcch.1.'lical planning both now and in the years to comec-

The broad objective of the C.I.C. Mission can therefore be summarised as .follows:-

(1} To present to the United States Navy the 
philosophy and policy of the Royal Navy 
towards the future C.I.C. problem .. 

(2) To present to the United States Navy the Royal 
Navy plans for the Comprehensive Display System 
and a new fighter interception equipment known 
as Type 984. 

(3) To present to the United States Navy the Royal 
NaV',r views upon co1mnun:.cation systems 
necessary to support the Comprehensive Display System. 

(4) To learn from the United Statos Navy their own 
plans nnd philosophies on the above three 
subjects. 

{5) To compare tho tuo viewpoints, to take note of the area of com::-1on g-:o~md and to appreciate the 
divergencies whicb "Viiil nilitnte against 
tactical cooperntio11. 

(6) To recoD.mend what measures could bo taken to 
ensure that tactical cooperation remains 
possible. 

(7) To ::;ct up prC'.ctical machinery for implementing (6)., 

VII. BRO.AD PROGRi'JiTI.ViE OF MIS3I0lif. 

In the light o.f the above tho following broad programme is proposed for the Royal Navy C.I .. C. Mission. 

(A) In w~shington one week (ap~rox)~ 

(1) Tho presentntion of tho British Navy's present plans .for future Combat Information Centres and 
Fighter Interception. 

(2) Tho presentation of similar United States Navy's 
plans. 

(B) Period of Visits (J to 4 weeks (approx)). 

The Royal Nnvy Mission to spend this period 

/ visiting ~., 
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visiting Laboratories ancl. Firms who are ongagod in 
work on fighter Interception, Data Transmission 
Systems, Digital Computation and New Display 
Methods. 

(C) In.Washington one week (approx). 

Combined discussions to take placo in Nnvy 
Department to implement objectives 5, 6 and 7 
above, culminating in final meeting attended by 
Senior Officers to give support to combined 
proposals. 

QC f'i ~1 r ~~fr 
~~t~,.. ' :~= ~ 

In viow of' the extreme iI'lportn~1.ce •l-t' tho 1vhole subject 
discussed above:i it would bo c::pprociated i.f "c.ho Navy Dopti.rtment 1;,on.ld 
give approval in principle for this Mission to take place, in 
advance of more detailed discussions on the questions raieed. 
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